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Mobile software agents are emerging as a major trend of distributed systems in the
near future. Different mobile agent frameworks are being actively developed in the
research community. Looking forward, electronic commerce and information
retrieval are two prospective directions for application of mobile agents.
Nevertheless, security and reliability are two crucial concerns for such systems,
especially when they are to be used to deal with money transaction. In spite of some
more classical reliability and security problems, attacks to agents by malicious hosts
are a new and the most challenging part of the problem unsolved. In this thesis,
security and reliability issues of mobile agents, particularly in an electronic
environment, are discussed. Models for mobile agent security and reliability have
been developed, and a Shopping Information Agent System (SIAS) is built based as an
experimental mobile agent application. Possible security attacks by malicious hosts
to agents in the system are discussed, and specific solutions to prevent these attacks
are devised. Security of the solutions is analyzed, and the performance overhead
introduced is measured. Reliability problems of the system have been identified, and
solutions implemented. The reliability improvement gained by the solutions is
evaluated according to the reliability model developed in this thesis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1

Mobile Agents and the Problems

Mobile agents are autonomous software agents that travel in a computer network to execute
and perform tasks on different hosts for their owners. It can be classified as a branch of
mobile code, including also remote evaluation, code-on-demand, which is an emerging trend
for distributed systems.
Autonomous mobile agents not only benefit users by allowing delegation of tasks,
like what other autonomous agents do, but also bring practical advantages such as reduced
network communication costs for distributed tasks. A lot of mobile agent platforms have
been developed around the world, such as Aglets [IBM99] from IBM, Concordia [Mit99a]
from Mitsubishi, and the Mole [IPV98] from University of Stuttgart. Prospective
applications of mobile agents include electronic commerce, information retrieval and
network management.
Nevertheless, security is one of the blocking factors of the development of these
systems. The problem of mobile agent security can be divided into two parts. One of them is
the protection of hosts against agents. This is similar to protecting hosts from being attacked
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by incoming Java applets, which may be malicious. The other one is the protection of agents
against hosts. This is the main unsolved security problem for mobile agents, because the
possible existence of malicious hosts that can manipulate the execution and data of agents
[Hoh98b] and the lack of a trustworthy computing base [ST98] add new complexities to the
problem.
On the other hand, despite the growing efforts being invested on the development of
mobile agent systems, these systems have not proved to be reliable. Problems such as host
failure, communication failure, and loss of agent and/or their states exist as they similarly do
in other distributed systems. Solutions such as replication, consensus protocols, agent
rerouting, and agent persistence are yet to develop, though there are already some work done
[WPW98].
As an alternative for distributed system development, mobile agent systems must be
sufficiently secure and reliable; otherwise it is unlikely that application developers would
switch to mobile agents from the existing, more secure and reliable, technologies, for
example, client-servers.
This thesis examines both security and reliability issues for mobile agents,
particularly in an electronic commerce environment. It is obvious that in such an
environment, security and reliability of mobile agents become extra-important, because
money transaction is involved.
Although both security and reliability are important, the primary interest of the work
reported in this thesis, when it first began in 1998, was on security only. The work on
reliability reported in this thesis did not start until early 2000, when it was found that the
mobile agent system described in this thesis did not prove to be reliable. Only since then we
realized that there should be more work on mobile agent reliability. Therefore, the weights of
security and reliability issues in this thesis are not equal, with security being heavier.

2

1.2

Contributions

This thesis makes three contributions:
?? It gives a survey on the security and reliability issues of mobile agent systems;
?? It defines a new model for evaluating the security of mobile agent systems quantitatively;
and
?? It develops the Shopping Information Agent System (SIAS), based on the Concordia
mobile agent platform, on which some security and reliability experiments have been
done.
Although mobile agent technology has been developing for more than a decade, and
is gaining increasing attention from the general research community, its security and
reliability issues are still new, especially on the security challenge to protect mobile agents
against malicious hosts, to many researchers. Therefore, it justifies to survey on these issues
before digging into the problems.
After attaining some knowledge about the problems, solutions to the problems are
sought. In observing the analogy between security and reliability, a novel, quantitative,
model for evaluating security of mobile agent systems is developed. This model may be used
for deciding how trustworthy a mobile agent system can be, given the time an agent spends
on each host, possibly malicious. Conversely, it may be used to decide how long an agent
should stay on a host such that it can be safe.
Finally, to experiment with mobile agent technology, a system named Shopping
Information Agent System (SIAS) is built using the Concordia architecture. This is an
experimental system of mobile agent application in electronic commerce. The system is
useful to collect and compare the prices of a set of products specified by users from different
seller hosts in an electronic market. Security and reliability issues of the system are
addressed. Possible attacks by malicious to the system, and solutions to protect the system
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against these attacks are devised and implemented. Possible failures of the system are also
discussed, and some fault-tolerance measures are implemented.

1.3

Organization of This Thesis

The thesis is organized in the following way:
?? Chapter 1 (this chapter) is an introduction of the thesis. It gives a brief description of
mobile agent technology and the security and reliability problems, and outlines the
contributions and organization of this thesis.
?? Chapter 2 gives an overview of the evolution of the mobile code paradigm. Mobile
agents are really one kind of mobile code. To understand mobile agents and their values,
it is worth knowing different mobile codes, namely remote evaluation, code-on-demand,
and mobile agents, as a whole, and making a comparison between them and the alreadyin-use client/server paradigm.
?? Chapter 3 gives a more focused discussion of the security and reliability issues of mobile
agent systems. It states some security and reliability problems specific to mobile agents,
and reviews the current solutions to these problems. This discussion has first been
presented in [CL00].
?? Chapter 4 introduces a security model of mobile agents against malicious hosts based on
reliability theory. The model is developed by applying reliability modeling technique to
mobile agent systems, assuming the model of attack described in [Hoh98b]. This idea
first originally published in [CL99]. Furthermore, a simple reliability model for mobile
agent system is also derived.
?? Chapter 5 describes the Concordia mobile agent platform. This deserves a chapter of
discussion because in the next chapter, a mobile agent application will be developed
based on this platform. The materials mainly come from [Mit99a], they are restated here
to make this thesis more complete.

4

?? Chapter 6 gives an overview of SIAS, the mobile agent application implemented for
security and reliability experiments. The security and reliability problems and solutions
of SIAS are addressed, and then an evaluation of the respective solutions for SIAS is
presented.
?? Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the paper and suggests some directions for future work.
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Chapter 2

The Mobile Code Paradigm

Mobile agents can be classified as one category of the broader class of mobile codes, which
is an aggregation of the remote evaluation, code on demand, and mobile agent paradigms.
The mobile code paradigm is an emerging programming paradigm that complements the
conventional client/server paradigm, by reducing network usage. To understand mobile
agents better, it is a good idea to know how the mobile code paradigm evolves. This chapter
describes a classification of these three types of mobile codes, which are easily confused
with each other, points out the additional sophistication of mobile agents compared with
others, and describes some applications and implementations of the paradigms.

2.1

Mobile Code: an Alternative to Client/Servers

Distributed applications are applications that involve the coordination of two or more
computers, geographically apart and connected by a physical network. Most distributed
applications we see today, such as email, network news, file transfer, and Web browsing, are
deploying the client/server paradigm. In the client/server paradigm, an application is divided
into two processes, a client process running locally that asks for services and a server process
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on a remote site that gives services to the client. The client and server processes must
communicate with each other in order to carry out their tasks successfully. Communication
is done by means of message exchange. There are at least two problems with the
client/server paradigm:
?? It has a high network bandwidth requirement due to the large number of messages
exchanged.
?? It usually requires users to response to computation results interactively, under different
situations. Neither the client nor server would make decisions for users autonomously.
In view of the deficiencies of the client/server paradigm, the mobile code paradigm
has been developed as an alternative approach for distributed application design. In the
client/server paradigm, programs are geographically stationary, meaning that they do not
move to another machine, and only run on the machines they reside on. (Therefore, the two
processes must communicate continuously.) The mobile code paradigm, on the other hand,
allows programs to be transferred among and executed on different computers. By allowing
code to move between hosts, programs can interact on the same computer instead of over the
network. Therefore, communication cost can be reduced.
Besides, the mobile programs can be designed to work on behalf of users
autonomously. In this case, the mobile programs are called mobile agents [Whi98]. The
autonomy of mobile agents allows the users to delegate their tasks to the mobile agents, and
not to stay continuously in front of the computer terminal.
The promises of the mobile code paradigm bring about active research in its
realization. Supporting mobile code technology is also fast developing. Experimental mobile
code systems that allow programs to move on a computer network have become available for
download on the Internet [AS98]. However, these systems are not yet popular. Neither is the
mobile code paradigm commonly adopted. Most researchers agree that the hurdle is security
concerns [GBH98]. To gain general acceptance of the mobile code paradigm and systems,
especially from application developers, there must be strong evidences for a certain security
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level for applications developed using such paradigm and systems. As this chapter proceeds,
we will see some of these security guarantees are becoming evident, while some others not.

2.1.1 Classification of Mobile Codes
The mobile code paradigm is actually a collective term, applicable wherever there is
mobility of code. There are different classes of code mobility. In essence, Ghezzi and Vigna
identified three of them, namely remote evaluation, code on demand and mobile agent
[GV97]. The classification, together with the client/server paradigm, is summarized in Table
2.1.

Paradigm

Local side

Remote side

Computation takes
place at

-

Client/server

Know-how

Remote side

Processor
Resources
Remote
Mobile

Remote side

Know-how

evaluation

Processor

code

Resources
Code
demand

on

Know-how

Local side

Processor
Resources

Mobile

Know-how

agent

Processor

Remote side

Resources

Table 2.1. Ghezzi and Vigna’s classification of mobile code paradigms.

In particular, the know-how in the figure represents the code that is to be executed to
accomplish the specific task. In the mobile code paradigms (remote evaluation, code on
demand, and mobile agent), the know-how moves from one side to another side, where the
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computation takes place; while in the client/server paradigm, the know-how is
geographically stationary on the remote (server) side. Resources are the input and output for
the code; processor is the abstract machine that carries out and holds the state of the
computation. The arrows represent the directions in which the specific item should move
before the required task is carried out.
Remote evaluation has the know-how on the local side, but the resources and
processor on the remote side. The know-how is to be moved from the local side to the
remote side for computation to carry out. The opposite happens for code on demand where
the resources and processor reside on the local side, but not the know-how.
The mobile agent paradigm adds complexity to the remote evaluation paradigm by
allowing also the processor to move around with the know-how. More clearly speaking, the
code moves from the local side to the remote side together with the processor that holds the
state of execution of the code. For a single-hop application (in which the code has only one
destination), this could be in effect equivalent to remote evaluation, because we can always
modify the initial state of the code to that of the mobile agent. However, the merit of the
mobile agent approach over the remote evaluation is that it allows multi-hop applications (in
which the code has more than one destinations) to be developed. The know-how carries its
own processor (and thus the state of execution) throughout the journey, and therefore can
make different execution decisions according to different execution results on previous
destinations. This idea is actually an extension of the intelligent agent concept applied in a
distributed execution environment [RN95]. Table 2.2 visualizes the behavior of different
mobile code paradigms in a two-hop application. Notice that, however, there are seldom
multi-hop applications for remote evaluation and code on demand.
Ghezzi and Vigna’s classification is found to be comprehensive and representative
of most existing mobile code paradigms, and we will base the following discussion on this
classification.
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Paradigm

Local side
Remote

Mobile
code

demand

Remote side 2

Processor

Processor

Resources

Resources

Know-how

evaluation

Code

Remote side 1

on

Know-how
Processor

Processor

Resources

Resources

Mobile

Know-how

agent

Processor
Resources

Resources

Table 2.2. Mobile code paradigms in a two-hop application.

2.1.2 Applications of Mobile Code Paradigms
While the mobile code paradigm is not common among application developers, it is already
implicitly used in quite many common applications. For example, when you use the Unix
rsh utility to, say, remove (rm) a file in a file system mounted on the remote host, you are
actually sending a code (the “rm” command) from the local side to the remote side.
Meanwhile, the processor (the remote-side command interpreter, or Unix shell) and the
resources (the file) resides on the remote side. This is in effect equivalent to remote
evaluation.
The Java programming language has provided a big step for the code on demand
paradigm. When a Web browser downloads a Java applet (code) from a remote host, and run
the applet on the local Java virtual machine (processor), with for example, local file inputs
(resources), he/she is actually running code on demand.
The more complex mobile agent paradigm, however, is less commonly applied in
distributed applications. In spite of this, the enlightening idea of code autonomy in a decentralized system has directed researchers to increasing efforts of making the paradigm
realistic. [Whi98] suggested many mobile agent applications in everyday life. One pro-
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classical example in electronic commerce is autonomous bargaining and shopping. Besides,
the mobile agent concept is being used heavily in telecommunication architectures [PK98].
It is also possible to use mobile agents for network management [BGP97], QoS
implementation [OOC97], and dynamic distributed service trading [BP98].
No matter which category of mobile code paradigms is employed in application,
users are always specifically reminded of the underneath security risks. The .rhosts is
commonly regarded as a security hazard in many systems, and some system administrators
simply ban the use of the rsh facility; browsers pop up warning messages when a Java
applet is downloaded from an anonymous site; and agent tampering is being the hindering
stone of exercising mobile agents in the world of electronic commerce. In the coming
sections, we will have a closer examination of security concerns for the mobile code
paradigms.

2.1.3 Supporting Implementation Technologies
A paradigm (both mobile code and client/server) would be merely a matter of talk if there
were no implementation technology that supports its realization. Fortunately, active research
has been taking place to realize the client/server paradigm since the past few decades, and
these few years for the mobile code paradigm [AS98].
Together with the classification of mobile code paradigms discussed in Section 2.1.1,
Ghezzi and Vigna also gave a classification of the supporting implementation technologies
into message-based, weakly mobile and strongly mobile technologies [GV97]. Example of
message-based technology are Remote Procedure Calls (RPC); weakly mobile technology
the rsh facility, Obliq and Mole; and strongly mobile technology Telescript and Agent Tcl
(which is now called the D’Agents). However, we feel this classification inadequate because
it does not cover the already-popular object-based technology, namely the Common Object
Request Broker Architecture (CORBA). Moreover, there seems no sharp cut-off between
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weakly mobile technology and strongly mobile technology. Therefore, we slightly modify
the classification as follows:
?? Message based technology: technologies that allow an executing unit to send messages
to and receive messages from a remote executing unit. Again an example is the RPC.
?? Object based technology: technologies that allow an executing unit to communicate with
another executing unit on a remote side in the form of object invocation. Examples are
implementations of the CORBA specification, such as Orbix [Bak97] and Visigenic
[Inp98].
?? Mobile technology: technologies that allow an executing unit to move their code to a
remote side, possibly carrying their execution state when they move. This can be taken
as the union of weakly mobile technology and strongly mobile technology described in
[GV97]. Examples are the Aglets, Mole [IPV98], and Odyssey [GM98].
Ghezzi and Vigna argued in [GV97] that message-based technology and mobile
technology are well suited for client/server architecture and mobile code architecture
respectively. We claim that object-based technology is at present better suited for
client/server architecture. This is because they do not provide services for transferring code
among different locations, up to our knowledge. However, the OMG is drafting a
specification of Mobile Agent System Interoperability Facility (MASIF) for their CORBA
architecture [MBB+98]. This points some light on future of CORBA support for mobile
agent implementations. Nevertheless, we assume message-based and object-based
technologies are used for client/server application development, while mobile technology for
mobile code development. Notice that this classification, however, by no means cover all
existing technologies for development of distributed applications.
Different implementation technologies come with different sets of security features,
which help application developers to satisfy certain security requirements of the application
being developed. In a later section, we will examine and compare these features.
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2.2

The Problems of Mobile Code

Most researchers agree that the bottleneck for mobile code deployment lies on security.
Although reliability should also be an important concern of mobile agents, it does not bring
as much new challenges as security does. In this subsection, we focus on the security
problems of mobile code. Section 2.2.1 is a background for general security issues in
distributed systems. These issues are extended to the mobile code paradigm in Section 2.2.2,
and the supporting implementation technology in Section 2.2.3

2.2.1 Security Issues in Distributed Systems
Before we go to discuss the security concerns for mobile code paradigms, and security
features of mobile code technologies, we first state our scope on what we mean by security
in the later sections. In general, there are four requirements for security in an information
system: availability, confidentiality, integrity, and authenticity of both code and data. It is
common to consider these security requirements in three aspects [Wal99]:
?? Security attack: an action that compromises the security requirement of information
owned by an organization. Examples of security attacks are interruption, interception,
modification, and fabrication;
?? Security mechanism: a mechanism that is designed to detect, prevent or recover from a
security attack. One of the major mechanisms, among others, is the use of cryptographic
techniques. A very good treatment on cryptography applied to information security is
given in [Sch96].
?? Security service: a service that enhances the security of the data processing systems and
the information transfers of an organization. The service is intended to counter some
security attacks, and it makes use of one or more security mechanisms to provide the
service.
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We identify, in the typical process of application development, there are two central
concerns before the mobile code paradigm can be deployed and mobile code technologies
utilized in application development:

MCS1: An application developed using the mobile code paradigm can be as secure as the
same application developed using the conventional client/server paradigm.

MCS2: With the same security requirements, it is as easy to implement an application with
the mobile code paradigm as to implement it with the client/server paradigm.

The identification of these concerns is natural and straightforward. A typical
application

development

process

consists

of

the

requirement

analysis,

design,

implementation, and testing phases [Som92]. Given a set of security requirements in the
requirement analysis phase, MCS1 concerns with the acceptance of the mobile code
paradigm in the design phase of the application development process, while MCS2 concerns
with the acceptance of the supporting technology in the implementation phase of the process.
The testing phase is, however, less relevant to the acceptance of mobile code.
Restating in the usual security terms, and comparing with the client/server paradigm,
MCS1 is equivalent to saying that the mobile code paradigm must not bring, to an
application being developed, additional security attacks that have no corresponding security
mechanisms to counter with. On the other hand, MCS2 is equivalent to saying that there
must be easy-to-use security services that can be employed to implement security
mechanism to meet certain security requirements of an application.
In Section 2.2.2, we explore possible security attacks to applications developed with
the mobile code paradigm, and present an review on the development of the underlying
security mechanisms that would be able to counter these attacks. Then we make a
comparison with the client/server paradigm to see if one paradigm is more vulnerable to
security attacks or not. This would lead us to the current status of the validity of MCS1. In
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Section 2.2.3, we survey the security services provided by different supporting technologies,
and make a comparison to see whether adequate security services are provided to application
developers by these technologies. This leads us to a review on the current status of validity
of MCS2.

2.2.2 Security Concerns of Mobile Code Paradigms
In this section, our aim is to discuss some possible security attacks (Section 2.2.2.1) to
different mobile code paradigms, and possible mechanisms (Section 2.2.2.2) against these
attacks. To address MCS1, we compare these attacks and mechanisms with the attacks and
mechanisms corresponding to the client/server paradigm in Section 2.2.2.3.

2.2.2.1 Security Attacks
As discussed in Section 2.2.1, a security attack is an action that compromises the security
requirements of an application. Applications developed using different paradigms are subject
to different attacks, which would be discussed in the following paragraphs.

I.

Security Attacks to Client/Server Paradigm

Conventionally, the client/server paradigm assumes the security model of an “information
fortress”. In the information fortress model, the local computer is assumed to be a secure
premise for code and data. Only the communication channels and remote sites would be
suspected to be malicious. This effectively limits the source of security attacks to outsiders
of the local machine, and eliminates the following two types of attacks:
?? attacks to the client on the client side
?? attacks to the server on the server side
Therefore, the main, among other, possible attacks are:
?? pretending the server to the client
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?? pretending the client to the server
?? eavesdropping on the communication channel
?? forging messages to the client or server
And therefore, the main challenges are to:
?? establish the appropriate trust relationship between the client and the server
?? securing the communication channel from being eavesdropped
Over the past few decades of time, since the time when the client/server paradigm
was first introduced, efforts have been spent on developing mechanisms to defense these
attacks, with rewards. We are going to outline some significant mechanisms of such in
section 2.2.2.2.

II.

Security Attacks to Mobile Code Paradigms

While the security fortress model is usually assumed in the client/server paradigm, it also
applies to the remote evaluation and code on demand approaches, with some additional
considerations.

?? Remote evaluation
In the remote evaluation paradigm, the security fortress model may also apply, with the
addition of the following three concerns:
i.

the local side must make sure it is sending the code to the correct site

ii.

the remote side must make sure it is receiving the code from the correct site

iii.

the remote side must make sure the code is not harmful to run
Therefore, apart from building trust between the sender and the receiver, there is an

additional challenge of verifying the code to the defending mechanism. Again, we will see in
section 2.2.2.2 that this is quite well developed.
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?? Code on demand
Code on demand is similar to remote evaluation, as we see from Figure 2.1. The only
difference between these two approaches is the swapping around of the roles of the remote
side and the local side. Therefore, the challenge is also on code verification.

?? Mobile agents
Mobile agent is the most challenging area of mobile code security, due to the autonomy of
agents. Mobile agent security is usually divided into two aspects: host security and agent
security. Host security deals with the protection of hosts against malicious agents or other
hosts; while agent security deals with the protection of agents against malicious hosts or
other agents.
For host security, the security fortress model can still apply, however agents may cooperate together to perform a complex attack [GBH98]. For agent security, on the other hand,
there is a lack of trusted hardware for agents to anchor security with [Tsc99]. There are two
branches of possible attacks to agents:
i.

data tampering: a host or another agent may modify the data or execution state being
carried by an agent for malicious purpose

ii.

execution tampering: a host may change the code executed by an agent, or rearrange
the code execution sequence for malicious purpose
We will examine more details of mobile agent security in Chapter 3.

2.2.2.2 Security Mechanisms
To defense security attacks, we have security mechanisms. This subsection reviews the
common security mechanisms that can be used to protect a system from attacks mentioned in
Section 2.2.2.1.
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I.

Security Mechanisms against Attacks to Client/Server Paradigm

We see from Section 2.2.2.1 that the main security challenges of the client/server paradigm
are the mutual trust building between clients and servers, plus the protection of messages in
transit. These problems can be satisfactorily solved by cryptographic techniques:
?? Authentication protocol, such as Kerberos [MIT99b]: the client and server processes are
first registered to a trusted third-party authentication server (AS). When the client needs
to open a connection with the server, it asks to AS to issue a “ticket”, which can be used
to prove its identity to the server. While Kerberos is an arbitrated approach [Bru96],
SSLv3 [FKK96] is a self-enforcing alternative.
?? Encryption of messages in transit: the client and the server, after mutual authentication,
can be assigned a per-session key, and encrypt all messages exchanged so that the
messages would not be understood even if they are being caught by an eavesdropper.
Actually, these mechanisms (authentication, encryption) are already extensively
employed in existing client/server applications. A lot of details can be found in [Bru96] and
[Wal99].

II.

Security Mechanisms against Attacks to Mobile Code Paradigms

In parallel with the increased possible attacks to mobile code paradigms, more mechanisms
are required to secure mobile code applications. We see from section 2.2.2.1 that the main
additional challenge to security of remote evaluation, code on demand, and also host security
of mobile agents, is the verification of the received code. Some significant approaches to this
problem are the sandbox model and verification techniques.
In the sandbox model, the code or agent received from a remote side can only access
a dedicated portion of system resources. Access to resources other than the dedicated ones
are not allowed to unauthorized principals. Therefore, even if the received code or agent is
malicious, and perform some attacks successfully, the damage is confined to the resources
dedicated to that code or agent, and would not harm the operation of others. This is the main
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security mechanism of the Java programming language, and Java-based systems such as
Aglets [KLO97].
In addition to sandboxes, received code or agents are filtered through a code verifier,
which checks the integrity of code, for example, no access of out-of-bound memory and type
safety. A host can also limit the period of time for a specific received program to run, and
thereby reducing the risk of time-consuming attacks. Besides, code may be digitally signed
for hosts to verify that they are actually from the intended senders.
Sandboxes and verification techniques serve to satisfy most of the host security
requirements of mobile code applications. These techniques are well known enough and
generally accepted. On the other hand, for agent security, there is not a very well established
mechanism to protect an agent from being tampered with. However, some approaches have
been proposed, and they can be classified into two categories:
?? Agent tampering detection: techniques that aim at detecting whether an agent’s
execution or data have been tampered with along the journey. Some possible approaches
are range verification, addition of dummy data items and code, and cryptographic
watermarks.
?? Agent tampering prevention: techniques that aim at preventing agent code or data being
tampered with. Two possible approaches are execution of encrypted functions [ST97]
and time-limited black-boxes [Hoh98a].
We will go into more details of mobile agent protection in Chapter 3. One point to
note is that, although these approaches open new areas in computer security, and have caught
quite much attention from the research community, none of them is complete in agent
protection yet. The stage of agent protection is in its infancy, compared with the maturity of
protection for hosts and client/servers.
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2.2.2.3 A Security Comparison between Paradigms
From section 2.2.2.1, we see that the mobile code paradigm is actually facing more security
attacks than the client/server paradigm; and the mobile agent approach faces more possible
attacks than do remote evaluation and code on demand. From section 2.2.2.2, we see that
mechanisms are being developed to parallel the attacks. However, combining the two
sections, we see the trend in Figure 2.1.
Attacks to the client/server paradigm are least possible, due to the assumption of the
security fortress model. Mechanisms are well established to defense these attacks. Remote
evaluation and code on demand are subject to more attacks, but the mechanisms against
these attacks are also quite well established. This is consistent with the popularity of Java
applets, which is a typical example of code on demand. Mobile agents, on the other hand, are
facing more attacks, yet the defending mechanism is not very well established. Therefore,
from the view of an application developer, remote evaluation and code on demand are
acceptable for software design; however, the acceptability of the mobile agent approach is
still in question, i.e., MCS1 is currently invalid.

Client/Server

Mobile code

Paradigm
Remote evaluation,

Mobile agent

Code on demand

Security

Attacks more possible;

Figure 2.1. Security trend of mobile code paradigms.

2.2.3 Security Features of Implementation Technologies
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Besides MCS1, MCS2 is also an important proposition to be valid for the acceptance of
mobile code. That is, with the same security requirements, it is as easy to implement an
application with the mobile code paradigm as to implement it with the client/server paradigm.
In this section, in order to evaluate the current status of this proposition, we examine the
security services of different implementation technologies described in Section 2.1.3.

2.2.3.1 Security Services of Message-based Technology
The most typical example of message-based technology is the Sun RPC. Recent versions of
Sun RPC come with the secure RPC services, which provide authentication functions to
application developers with four options (no authentication, system authentication, DES
authentication and Kerberos authentication). Library functions that implement the SSLv3 are
available in both the commercial and public domains. Effort is made to standardize the
application program interface of security services is the proposed standard of a Generic
Security Service Application Program Interface v.2 [Lin97].
One point to note about the security services of message-based technology is that
they usually exist as some kind of add-ons to applications and systems. The availability of
such services is all up to the preference of system administrators, and the use of such
services is optional to the application developers. Security services are not embedded to the
system.

2.2.3.2 Security Services of Object-based Technology
A typical example of object-based technology is the CORBA architecture. Security services
are provided in CORBA as a CORBA service. The CORBA Security Service Specification
[OMG98] requires implementation of objects such as Credentials, Principal Authenticator,
Security Context, and Access Control. These objects support implementation of
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authentication, authorization and security auditing at a higher object level than the
“procedure level” of Kerberos and SSL.
However, to our knowledge, there does not exist such implementation yet. Some
vendors simply add their own security add-on for their ORB product (for example, the SSL
pack for Visibroker). Nevertheless, it is expected all implementation of CORBA should
eventually follow the specification. This means that the security services would be more
embedded into the system, and the use of such services can be at a higher level than how it is
being used in message-based technology.

2.2.3.3 Security Services of Mobile Technology
Since mobile technology is still in early research and development stage, we do not have
much information about the security services of these systems. Some of the little is that
Aglets and Odyssey are employing the Java security model (sandboxes and signed applets)
for host protection. There is no implementation of agent protection, though [KLO97].
Nevertheless, it is expected that the security services of mobile technology would
also be embedded into the system, and available at a high level of abstraction.

2.2.3.4 A Comparison of Technologies on Security Services
Through sections 2.2.3.1 to 2.2.3.3, we examined the main features of different technologies
that are related to meet security requirements. Figure 2.2 summarizes the trend of security
services in different technologies we find.

Technology
Security
services

Message based

Object based

Mobile

More embedded higher level of abstraction
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Figure 2.2. Security services of different implementation technologies.

The rising level of abstraction from message based technology, object based technology to
mobile technology indicates that security services are increasingly aimed at “userfriendliness” to application developers. This validates part of MCS2. Since we do not have
much information about the details of such services, and maybe there is not yet actual
implementation of such services, we cannot justify the remaining part. However, if the
security mechanisms described in Section 2.2.2.2 can really be implemented, and available at
a high level, hopefully MCS2 would be valid, and mobile technology could then be accepted
by application developers.

2.3

Chapter Summary

Throughout this chapter, we described mobile agents as a branch of mobile code. We
discussed different mobile code paradigms, identified their key differences and the
respective supporting implementation technologies. We studied the major problem, security,
of mobile code, and figured out that mobile agent security and the supporting mobile
technology is the least developed. This justifies the value of our study on mobile agents.
In the next chapters, we will focus on mobile agents only. We will study the security
and reliability issues of mobile agents, and apply mobile agents to an electronic commerce
environment.
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Chapter 3

Mobile Agents, Its Security and Reliability Issues

In contrast to the previous chapter, this chapter is devoted to discuss mobile agents only. To
further recognize the value of mobile agents, we first discuss the advantages and applications
of mobile agents. Then, we will discuss in more details the security and reliability problems
of mobile agents.

3.1

Advantages and Applications of Mobile Agents

Let us consider the following scenario: a user is looking for a particular piece of information,
from different hosts in a network. For instance, the user may want to search for the prices of
a particular product at different web sites in an electronic commerce network. The user may
use the conventional client/server technology to query different web sites interactively by his
own, each time connecting to a different web server. During the time, the user needs to stay
in front of the computer terminal to disconnect from one server and connect to another. On
the other hand, he may send out a mobile agent, which would travel around the different
servers, and retrieve the information for the user from the different hosts. During the time,
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the user may disconnect his local computers and go away, before he returns to the computer
terminal to see the agent report to him/her.
The two choices are illustrated in Figures 3.1 below.

Client/Server:
Query

Server
1

Reply

Query

User’s local
machine

Reply

Server
3

Query
Reply

Server
2

Mobile Agent:

Send agent

Server
1

Send agent

Server
3

User’s local
machine
Send agent

Server
2

Send agent

Figure 3.1. Mobile agent against client/server.

If each arrow in the figure represents one message sent, we can see that using a mobile agent
actually saves two messages in a network of three servers, compared with using client/server.
In general, if there are n servers, (n-1) messages can be saved using mobile agents.
Actually, there are several good reasons for mobile agents [LO99] against the
conventional client/server paradigms, for example:
?? reduced network usage: with code mobility, we can send a program to a remote host to
execute, and get back the result after the program execution is finished. Therefore, there
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are only two message transfers (sending the program and receiving the result), and any
intermediate communications as in the client/server paradigm can be done locally on the
remote site, therefore network usage is reduced;
?? load sharing: an agent can adapt dynamically. It can find a host that has a lower
workload and execute there, thus workload sharing among hosts is achieved; and
?? delegation of time-consuming tasks: with autonomous mobile agents, users can send
programs that execute on and travels autonomously among different hosts in a computer
network. Therefore, users can delegate time-consuming tasks, such as collecting
information from different hosts, to these programs
These advantages make mobile agent a good paradigm for applications where network
connection is slow, for example, in a mobile computing environment; or when the task is
very time-consuming, for example, when retrieving information from a lot of different hosts,
which respond slowly.
One prospective use of mobile agent is in electronic commerce. One can imagine a
mobile agent is sent by a user to shop around different hosts in an electronic market, and
perform the best transaction possible for the user. However, this will not be feasible before
the security and reliability problems of mobile agents are solved. The remaining of this
chapter discusses these two problems.

3.2

Security Concerns of Mobile Agents

As discussed in Chapter 2, any distributed system is subject to security threats such as
eavesdropping, corruption, masquerading, denial of service, replaying, and repudiation, so is
a mobile agent system. Therefore, issues such as encryption, authorization, authentication,
non-repudiation should be addressed in a mobile agent system. Moreover, a secure mobile
agent system must protect the hosts as well as the agents from being tampered by malicious
parties.
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3.2.1 Host Security
In a mobile agent system, hosts continuously receive agents and execute them. Hosts may
not be sure where an agent comes from, and are at the risk of being damaged by malicious
code or agents (Trojan horse attack). This problem can be effectively solved by strong
authentication of the code sources, verification of code integrity, and limiting the access
rights of incoming agents to local resources of hosts, such that damages to hosts by
malicious agents are limited to the resources available to agents. The solution is realized in
the Java security model [Sun99]. Since this problem is effectively solved by the Java security
model, it is not of big interest to us.

3.2.2 Agent Security
The main security challenge of mobile agent systems is the protection of agents. When an
agent executes on a remote host, the host is likely to have access to all the data and code
carried by the agent. If by chance a host is malicious and abuses the code or data of an agent,
the privacy and secrecy of the agent and its owner would be at risk.
There can be seven types of attack by malicious hosts [Hoh98b]:
?? Spying out and manipulation of code
?? Spying out and manipulation of data
?? Spying out and manipulation of control flow
?? Incorrect execution of code
?? Masquerading of the host
?? Spying out and manipulation of interaction with other agents
?? Returning wrong results of system calls to agents
There are a number of solutions proposed to protect agents against malicious hosts
[Tsc99], which can be divided into three streams:
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?? Establishing a closed network: limiting the set of hosts among which agents travel, such
that agents travel only to hosts that are trusted, for example, by strong authentication of
each host in the network.
?? Agent tampering detection: detecting whether an agent’s execution or data have been
tampered with along the journey. Some possible approaches are:
? ? Range verification, timing information: the agent and returned results of the agent
would be checked against conditions such as a reasonable time period between
departure and return, possible ranges of results and so on. This helps to detect very
ridiculous modifications of agents and results.
? ? Addition of dummy data items and code: dummy data items and code may be added
to the agent, so that when the agent is modified maliciously, the dummy items are
likely to be modified at the same time, and thus detection of modification can be
made easier.
? ? Cryptographic watermarks: agents can be designed to implement cryptographic
functions such that their result can be proved to be correct.
?? Agent tampering prevention: hiding from hosts the data possessed by agents and the
functions to be computed by agents, by messing up code and data of agents, or using
cryptographic techniques.
None of the proposed solutions solve the problem completely. A closed network
effectively decreases the chance of an agent being attacked by unknown malicious hosts,
however, it also limits the mobility and ability of agents, and hence the openness of the
system. Agent tampering detection is possible but requires subsequent efforts to recover
from attacks, and is not effective enough for agents that carry out critical missions. Agent
tampering prevention would be most effective and useful, but is not yet feasible for arbitrary
programs. Most researchers in the area are seeking a better solution, and there is no general
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methodology suggested to protect agents. In the mean time, developers of mobile agent
systems have to develop their own methodologies according to their own needs.
Apart from attacks by malicious hosts, it is also possible that an agent attacks
another agent. However, this problem, when compared with the problem of malicious hosts,
is less important, because the actions of a (malicious) agent to another agent can be
effectively monitored and controlled by the host on which the agent runs, if the host is not
malicious.

3.3

Techniques to Protect Mobile Agents

In the previous subsection, we see a brief overview of the security problems and solutions to
mobile agent systems. In this section, we highlight two of the proposed solutions that look
most feasible and interesting, namely protected agent states and mobile cryptography.

3.3.1 Protected Agent States [KT99]
In [KT99], three forms of protected agent states are proposed, namely read-only states,
append-only logs, and targeted states. They are basically signing and encrypting of agent
states based on public key cryptography. Details about public key cryptography may be
referred to [Sch96]. The three forms of protection are briefly described here:
?? read-only states: the state (a property of the agent) is digitally signed by the sender of the
agent. Therefore, no malicious host can modify the state such that the signature of the
state would still be valid.
?? append-only logs: if a host want to send a message through an agent to the agent owner,
but does not want the message to be modified by other hosts, it can digitally signed the
message it sends, such that no other malicious hosts can modify this message with the
signature still valid.
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?? targeted states: if a host wants to send a message through an agent to the agent owner, it
can encrypt the message with the public key of the agent owner, such that the message
can only be decrypted by the agent owner.
These protected agent states are simple application of cryptography that helps to
achieve the confidentiality and integrity of data of agent. They are effective and feasible to
protect agent states, because of the well-established cryptography theory underneath.
However, they do not protect the code integrity and confidentiality of agents.
We have adopted and tested these approaches in an experimental system (SIAS). We
will discuss this in Chapter 6.

3.3.2 Mobile Cryptography [ST98]
This is a possible approach to protect agent code integrity. The approach works as follows:
If Alice wants Bob to evaluate a function f for her based on Bob’s data x, she would
encrypt the function f to produced E(f), and implement a program P that evaluates the
encrypted function E(f), and send P to Bob. The trick is when Bob runs P, he would not
produce plaintext output f(x) that he can read and modify. Instead, he can produce only the
encrypted output E(f(x)), which would be readable only by Alice, who has the key to decrypt.
Moreover, Bob is unlikely to be able to modify the execution of P, because it implements an
encrypted function that Bob would not understand.
This approach seems to be an enlightening way for agent code protection. However,
at present, it is proved to be possible for polynomial functions only. On the contrary, there
has been an unproven opinion that this approach can be feasible only if the function to be
computed can be parameterized. However, if this approach really can extend to other
functions, such that arbitrary functions can have an encrypted but executable form that can
be evaluated on a remote host, the problem of malicious host will be effectively solved.
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While cryptographic techniques provide provable security, in the next chapter, we
describe security modeling for mobile agents based on reliability modeling. It does not
provide provable security like cryptography does, however, it is targeted for operational
security which requires a quantitative measure, rather than analytical security which requires
qualitative analysis.

3.4

Reliability Concerns of Mobile Agents

Like other distributed systems, a mobile agent system may fail due to two reasons:
?? Site failure: a subset of the hosts in the mobile agent system fails; or
?? Communication failure: one or more communication links connecting a subset of the
hosts in the mobile agent system fails
In case of a site failure, there can be two different consequences:
?? If the mobile agent is not residing on the failing site, the mobile agent keeps alive with
its state. However, if the failing site is one of the destinations of the agent, the agent
must reroute its itinerary.
?? If the mobile agent is residing on the failing site, the mobile agent will be lost. The state
of the agent, and computation result will also be lost. Persistence of agents is an issue
specific to mobile agent system. However, there is not much new challenge, and existing
techniques like logging, check-pointing, and transaction processing may be directly
applied.
In case of a communication failure, the mobile agent must be informed of the failure,
and it must be able to reroute its itinerary. Otherwise, it will wait indefinitely for the failed
communication link to recover, and the system will be virtually dead.
In short, agent persistence and agent rerouting are two of the new challenges that
mobile agent systems bring to reliability research.
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Chapter 4

Security and Reliability Modeling for Mobile Agents

Throughout the study in the previous chapters, we tried to survey the mobile agent paradigm
and technologies, and evaluate the security and reliability issues concerning mobile agents.
The approach was, however, intuitive and lacked rigor and formal strength. This is due to the
lack of a generic model for mobile agent systems that we can rely on, on which formal
calculations, evaluation or proof can be based.
In contrast to the widely accepted “fortress” model for client/server security, there is,
at present, no well-known model for mobile agent security. Therefore, in this chapter, we try
to emerge with a new model for mobile agent security. We observe that there is a subtle
relationship between system security and system reliability, such that we can derive security
models from reliability models. We try to derive a security model for mobile agents based on
this finding.
Compared to security modeling, reliability modeling for mobile agents is easier.
Current reliability modeling techniques can be directly applied to develop the reliability
model for mobile agents.
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This chapter is organized this way. An attack model of malicious hosts against
mobile agents proposed in [Hoh98b] is outlined in Section 4.1 as related work. In Section 4.2
we relate security and reliability, and derive general security models from reliability theories.
In Section 4.3 and Section 4.4, we discuss particularly the security model for mobile agents.
Finally, in Section 4.5, we present the simple reliability model for mobile agents.

4.1

Attack Model and Scenarios

We find little information about models of mobile agent system and security, especially
concerning agent protection. The information fortress model is not applicable to model
mobile agents, and the sandbox model is suitable for host protection only. [Hoh98b] is the
only work we find that is suitable for modeling agent protection. In this paper, a model of
attacks of malicious hosts against mobile agents is proposed. In the model, agents and
(malicious) hosts are represented by abstract machines that execute the corresponding agent
or attack programs. Abstract machines are modeled using RASPS (Random Access Stored
Program plus Stack) machines. An agent RASPS depends on the host RASPS for accessing
the environment and communicating with other agent RASPS’s. The host RASPS have
access to all of the host environment, and is able to read and manipulate the properties of all
agent RASPS’s running on that host, and control the execution of them. Figure 3 illustrates
the model.
This model is plausible because it can be used to describe all the attack scenarios
listed in Section 3.2.2. However, this model provides us no quantitative measures for
evaluating security solutions, like the failure models being used in reliability theory for
evaluating reliability solutions.
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Figure 4.1. Attack model of malicious hosts against mobile agents.

4.2

General Security Models

We realize that a general security model is needed for general system security evaluation,
and this model should be applicable to mobile code systems. This is what we find lacking in
literature. In this subsection, we try to develop such model.

4.2.1 Security and Reliability
In the broadest sense, security is one of the aspects of reliability [Bir96]. A system is likely
to be considered more reliable if the system is more secure. However, the fields of security
and reliability follow different paths in development. There has been little effort to unify the
results and methods in these two separate fields.
One of the pioneering efforts to integrate security and reliability is [BLOJ94]. In this
paper, the authors observed several subtle similarities between the two concerned areas, and
draw an analogy of them, which can be summarized in Table 4.1.
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Security

Reliability

Vulnerabilities

Faults

Breach

Failure

Fail upon attack effort spent

Fail upon usage time elapsed

Table 4.1. Reliability analogy for security.

This analogy leads us to the intuition that reliability theory, which is well established,
can be applied to measure security quantitatively as well. Note the last row on Table 4.1
dictates that the execution time in reliability modeling should be analogous to the attack
effort in security. (We would discuss this in Section 4.2.3) Thus, we have security function,
effort to next breach distribution, and security hazard rate like the reliability function, time
to next failure distribution, and reliability hazard rate respectively, as in reliability theory.
The advantage of this “operational security” approach is that it can give a
quantitative measure, R(e), about “how secure a system is” to users. Therefore, users can
have an intuitive sense about how much he/she can trust the system being used.
However, this approach does have some drawbacks. Since ultra-high reliability
evaluation is so far not very successful, similarly “operational security” based on reliability
modeling will not be very desirable for mission-critical applications, contrary to the fact that
current security work is focusing on ultra-high security.
Nevertheless, for less mission-critical jobs, such as buying a bunch of flowers from
network stores, or ordering a usual dinner from some online service, users would require
some certain level of security for the job being carried out, but would not at the level as high
as national defense. Users would require an indication about how secure the system is at a
relatively low cost [Hoh98c], rather than a pledge of high price that the system is absolutely
secure, which may be false.
Therefore, operational security does have its value. If it can be calculated at a low
cost, it can be a suitable approach for mobile agents, especially in small-amount electronic
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commerce. Besides, bringing reliability modeling and security together is also likely to
complement the deficiencies in the two fields, in both directions. Current security methods,
aiming at ultra-high security, may also help in developing ultra-high reliability methods.

4.2.2 Deriving Security Models
Similar to reliability modeling, if we need to fit the reliability of a system to a particular
model, we need to conduct and experiment and collect the required data. There is not much
work in this area up till now. One of such is [Jon97], which presents an experiment to model
the attacker behavior. The results show that a typical intrusion process can be divided into
three phases:
i.

the learning phase, during which an attacker is spending time to learn the skills for
successful attacks (breaches) to the system, and no breach occur at all;

ii.

the standard attack phase, during which the attacker has acquired some minimum
attack skills and “standard” breaches occur. The number of breaches increases with
time; and

iii.

the innovative attack phase, during which the attacker has performed all “standard”
attacks, and he must invent new methods for attack, which is more difficult.
Therefore, the number of breaches levels off with time.
The number of breaches to a system plotted against the time devoted to attack by an

intruder would therefore show an S-shaped curve like Figure 4.2.
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Standard attack
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Innovative attack phase

Learning
phase

Time for attack
Figure 4.2. Number of successful attacks against time devoted to attack.

This suggests that the intrusion process may fit reliability models such as the Sshaped model [YOO83] and hyper-exponential model [Ohb84], which also demonstrate Sshaped curves. Furthermore, if there is no learning phase, i.e., the attacker is already very
familiar with the system and its vulnerabilities, and does not need to spend time to learn the
relevant skills for attack, the curve would become Figure 4.3. Then the intrusion process may
fit the non-homogeneous Poisson process (NHPP) model [GO79].
Innovative attack phase

No. of breaches

Standard attack phase

Time for attack
Figure 4.3. Number of breaches against time for attack, without learning.

Moreover, during the standard attack phase, assuming breaches are independent and
stochastically identical, the period of working time of the attacker between successive
breaches is found to be exponentially distributed (see Figure 4.4). That means the interbreach occurrence times constitute a Poisson process.
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No. of breaches
Working time of
k
Figure 4.4. Number of breaches against working time of an attacker, during standard attack phase.

This verifies our claim that the intrusion process can be modeled by the S-shaped,
hyper-exponential, or NHPP reliability growth models, which all require the number of
failures per time period to be exponentially distributed.
There is a point worth noting, though. We are aware of the fact that for these models
to hold for modeling reliability, a basic assumption for independent failure must be justified.
Similarly, we must also assume that breaches are independent when we adopt these models
in the security domain. This is, however, not always the case. Attackers of the same system
can form groups to share information and methodology, making it hard to justify the
independence of breaches even from different persons. Nevertheless, we assume that
attackers do not cooperate, and breaches are independent to each other.

4.2.3 The Time-to-Effort Function
We would model the number of breaches as a function of “effort” spent on attack rather than
the usage time elapsed [BLOJ94]. This is because attacker’s effort is a more important factor
constitutes to a breach, rather than the operational time elapsed.
The working times of attacker in Figures 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 are actually an estimate of the
effort spent by the attacker. However, in a normal user’s point of view, we would rather have
a model of breaches against calendar time (i.e., wall clock) rather than the effort spent by
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attackers. For example, users would be interested to know how long the system would
remain free from breaches, rather than how many attackers or how many hours they spend
on attack would breach the system, because these are out of users’ control. That means, we
need a time-to-effort function to capture the effort spent on attack over time for a particular
attacker over time.
This time-to-effort relationship is, however, difficult to capture, because the term
“effort” is actually not very well defined. It may imply the time spent on attack, the number
of computers used for hacking, books read, advice from friends, and so on. It is difficult to
measure precisely the amount of effort spent. Therefore, we also need to model this time-toeffort relationship. Three simplest models are:
i.

constant effort: The attacker spends a constant amount k of effort over time. One
possible application is that the attacker tries a particular kind of attack only once, at
the initial time instance. Furthermore, a constantly zero effort model captures the
time-to-effort relationship for a non-attacker, who does not spend any effort for
attack at all.

ii.

linearly increasing effort: The attacker’s effort may also increase linearly with time.
One possible situation of such is that the attacker may actually be a simple finite
state machine running a particular cracking algorithm. The effort spent would then
be very largely the number of instructions carried out by such machine. This would
be more or less linearly increasing with time.

iii.

exponentially increasing effort: With the rapid advance of technology, computation
speed of both machines and machine owners increase exponentially. Therefore,
attackers’ effort may also increase exponentially with time.
Figure 4.5 illustrates these simple time-to-effort models, and sketches the

corresponding time-to-breach relationship, assuming the exponential effort-to-breach
relationship.
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time
a) constant effort
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b) linearly increasing effort
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c) exponentially increasing effort

Figure 4.5. Different time-to-effort functions and the corresponding breach-to-time relationship.

We may not be able to derive closed-form solutions for the time-to-breach
relationship, though, we can use simulation instead [GLT98a][GLT98b].

4.3

A Security Model for Mobile Agents

Now we develop a simple security model for mobile agents. We focus on the part of agent
security against malicious hosts. We derive an operational security model, based on the
attack model described in Section 4.1.

Agent

Host 1

Host 2

…

Host n

Figure 4.6. An mobile agent traveling along n hosts.
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Consider a mobile agent travelling through n hosts on the network, as illustrated in
Figure 4.6. Each host, and the agent itself, is modeled as a RASPS machine that does not
learn. Therefore, we eliminate the learning phase of attackers as described in Section 4.2.2.
Moreover, we assume that the agent does not stay too long on a particular host, such that the
agent would leave before the malicious host gets to the innovative attack phase. Therefore,
we only need to consider the standard attack phase by malicious hosts.
On arrival to a malicious host, the mobile agent is subject to attack effort from the
host. Because the host is modeled as a machine, it is reasonable to estimate the attack effort
by the number of instructions for attack carried out, which would be linearly increasing with
time. On arrival to a non-malicious host, the effort would be constant zero.
Let the agent arrive at host i at time Ti, for i = 1, 2, …, n. Then the effort-to-time
function for host i would be

Ei(t) = ki(t-Ti) ,

where ki is a constant. We may call this constant the coefficient of malice. The larger the ki,
the more malicious host i is (ki = 0 if host i is non-malicious).
Furthermore, assume that there is no co-operation between malicious hosts, and the
Ei(t)’s are all independent functions. Therefore, by the Central Limit Theorem, ki would
follow a normal distribution, i.e.,

ki ~ N(? k, ? k2)

Let the agent stay on host i for an amount of time Ti, then there would be breach to
the agent if
Ei(Ti) > effort to next breach by host i
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Since we assume linear time-to-effort functions, the breach condition is equivalent to

or

kiTi

> effort to next breach by host i

Ti

> effort to next breach by host i / ki

As seen from Section 5.2, it is reasonable to assume exponential distribution of the
effort to next breach, so we have
P(breach at host i)

= P(breach at time Ti)
= P(breach at effort kiTi)
= 1 – exp(-vkiTi),

v is a constant

= 1 - exp(-? iTi), ? i = vki

We may call v the coefficient of vulnerability of the agent. The higher the v, the
higher is the probability of breach to the agent.
Therefore, the agent security E would be the probability of no breach at all hosts, i.e.,

E?

n

?

e

? ? iTi

? e

?

n

?

? iTi

i?1

i?1

4.4

Discussion of the Proposed Model

One possible application of this security function is to calculate the time limit in the Time
Limited Black-box security approach [Hoh98a]. We can make estimates of the coefficients
of malice ki’s for hosts based on the trust records of hosts. We can also estimate the
coefficient of vulnerability v of the agent based on testing and experiments. Therefore, we
can calculate the desired time limits Ti’s to achieve a certain level of security E.
Conversely, if users specify some task must be carried out on a particular host for a
fixed period of time, we can calculate the agent security E for the users based on the
coefficients of malice and vulnerability estimates.
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However, there are some limitations to this model. Firstly, the validity of the model
is based on the assumption of exponential distribution of the effort-to-breach function. This
is merely based on the experiment described in [Jon97], and further experiments should be
carried out to verify the validity of the model. Secondly, the applicability of the model
assumes an effective method to evaluate the coefficients of malice of hosts and vulnerability
of agents. For coefficients of vulnerability, it seems possible to find ways to evaluate
because there is active research to evaluate software vulnerability [ODK97], and hopefully
there will be a good solution. However, for coefficients of malice, it seems infeasible to get a
good measure because it must take account of attacker behavior, which is difficult to model.
One possible method to work around the evaluation of the coefficients is to let users
evaluate different hosts and agents in an open environment. This is similar to the mutual trust
evaluation in some electronic bidding systems. Assuming the majority of users are rational,
this is a possible solution. One of our future works is to develop our model in this sense.

4.5

A Reliability Model for Mobile Agents

Unlike security modeling, software reliability modeling theory has been developed for years,
and turns out to be a successful research area. Mobile agents are merely pieces of software
when they are running on a particular host. Therefore, traditional reliability modeling can
easily apply. In this section, we derive a simple model for evaluating the reliability of a
mobile agent system.
All software may fail over time of usage due to bugs or defects in the software. In
general, the failure rate of a software system grows, unlike a hardware system, over time
before it becomes stable, due to testing and debugging of the software. Different software
systems demonstrate different growth pattern, and can be captured by different growth
models, for example, the S-shaped, NHPP, and hyper-exponential growth model discussed in
Section 4.2. For simplicity, we assume a mobile agent system already in use for a period of
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time, and which has become stabilized. That means, we are going to assume a constant
reliability function for a mobile agent on each host. This also implies that the failure rate of
an agent on each particular host is constant
Consider the same scenario in Figure 4.6, where an agent travels around n hosts.
Suppose the failure rate of the agent running on host i is pi, then the failure rate of mobile
agent system with n hosts, P, assuming no communication failure, would be

1 - P(no failure of agent on each host)

=

1 - (1-p1)(1-p2)…(1-pn)

If all hosts are homogeneous, the failure rates at all hosts are likely to be the same,
i.e., p1 = p2 = … = pn = p, then P = 1 - (1-p)n.
If we plot this failure rate P against the number of hosts n, the curve would be of the
form like Figure 4.7.

Failure rate

P’

Number of hosts
Figure 4.7. Failure rate of mobile agent system Vs number of hosts

This can be called the failure rate curve of the mobile agent system described.
Reliability of the corresponding mobile agent system can be defined as the probability of no
failure. Therefore, it is simply (1 - P). Therefore, the curve in Figure 4.7 can also be called
the reliability curve of the system.
From the figure, we see that there is an upper bound for the system failure rate.
Theoretically this rate is one. However, in practice, the failure rate of a software system
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should never grow up to as high as one. If, as the number of hosts increases to a certain
maximum value, the curve saturates at a particular value P’, we take this value to be the
saturated failure rate of the mobile agent system.
With this reliability model, it follows directly that a system with a low value of P’ is
more reliable than one with a high value of P’. Later in Chapter 6, we will apply this model
to evaluate some reliability measures we developed.
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Chapter 5

The Concordia Mobile Agent Platform

In Chapters 3 and 4, we discussed the theory side of mobile agents. In this chapter and the
next, we will switch to the implementation side of mobile agents. This short chapter
describes the Concordia mobile agent platform. It is here to facilitate the discussion of the
next chapter, in which a system will be built based on this platform.
Most details of the Concordia mobile agent platform can be found in [Mit99a].
Instead of paraphrasing everything from the source, in this chapter, we only give a brief
overview of the platform, and compare this platform to others like Aglets, highlighting some
special features of Concordia.

5.1

Overview

Concordia is a Java-based framework for mobile agent application development. A simplest
Concordia system consists of a Java Virtual Machine (JVM), a Concordia server, and at least
one mobile agent on a network node.
The Concordia server is a Java based program that runs in the JVM. A mobile agent
in the Concordia framework is a Java object managed by the Concordia server. A user can
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create a mobile agent using the Java language and the Concordia Application Programming
Interface (Concordia API). The user can program a mobile agent such that the agent moves
to different network nodes to perform tasks on different computers. The Concordia server
invokes a mobile agent created to perform the tasks programmed by user. If an agent is
programmed to move to another network node, the Concordia server suspends the agent and
sends it to the destined node.
The Concordia server also listens on a particular network port of the local machine
for arrival of incoming mobile agent request. If there is a request from another network node
for receiving of an incoming agent, it creates a new agent, copying all the states of the agent,
and resumes execution of the agent. After that, the sending Concordia server can erase the
copy of the mobile agent on the original host. In this way, the mobile agent virtually travels
through the network from one server to another, and performs tasks on different hosts.

5.2

Special Features

Compared with other mobile agent framework, Concordia has the following features:
?? It is Java-based. The running time of the system may be a little bit slower than those
non-Java-based framework such as D’Agents. However, it also enjoys the advantages of
Java, such as object-orientation, modularity and code reuse.
?? It has a simple application programming interface. Programming an agent in Concordia
is a relatively easy task, compared with other Java-based system like Aglets. Basically, a
Concordia programmer needs only to define a mobile agent object inheriting from the
Agent class provided by the Concordia API. The Concordia handles most of the life
cycle services of agents. On the other hand, with Aglets, the programmer must take care
of the life cycle of an agent.
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?? It allows the administrator of the Concordia server to manipulate directly the execution
and itinerary of a mobile agent. This is a preferable feature when we need to simulate
malicious host actions.
?? It does not facilitate direct messaging between mobile agents. It is less powerful than
Aglets in this aspect. On the other hand, Aglets support direct message-passing between
applications and agents, and between agents and agents
?? From our experience with Concordia (evaluation version), to our surprises, it fails
frequently. We cannot find out the reasons of failure. Probably, it is due to bugs in the
Concordia server program.
The materials presented above are far from being a complete introduction to
Concordia. However, for the purpose of the discussion of this thesis, they are most, if not all,
the necessary information to proceed forward. In the next chapter, we will discuss SIAS, an
electronic commerce application built on top of the Concordia framework.
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Chapter 6

SIAS: A Shopping Information Agent System

This chapter presents SIAS, the Shopping Information Agent System. It is a web-based mobile
agent system that provides users with information of products for sale in an electronic
marketplace. Advantages of SIAS are exactly those discussed in Section 3.1, which include
such properties as reduction of communication costs and delegation of tasks, which are the
intrinsic advantages of a mobile agent system (See Chapter 3). It is written in the Java
programming language and on top of the Concordia [Mit99a] application-programming
interface (API). The basic design, functionality and implementation of SIAS are described,
followed by some elaboration on the security and reliability issues of the system.

6.1

What the System Does

SIAS implements mobile agents to retrieve product information in an electronic market for
users. An electronic market consists of hosts that sell products on the network. Each seller
maintains a database that stores the prices and quantities in stock of different products
available at that host.
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SIAS keeps a roster of all hosts in the electronic market and a list of all products
available in the market. It allows users to specify a set of products and the corresponding
quantities they want to buy from the list. An agent is created for the user who has specified
the list of products and quantities. The agent, on behalf of the user, will collect information
about availability and price from hosts in the network. The path of the agent is determined
before the agent is launched, according to the roster of hosts kept by the system. After the
agent visits all hosts specified in its itinerary, it returns to its sender and reports the lowest
prices and corresponding sellers. The design of the system is described in details in the next
subsection.

6.2

System Design

SIAS is designed using the object-oriented paradigm because the concept of objects is useful
to describe agents. There are three main types of objects in the system, namely Agents,
Launch Servers and Database Servers. We describe the object details and control flow of the
system in this subsection.

6.2.1 Object Description
The three objects are designed as follows:
?? The Agent object: it keeps a list of product identification numbers (IDs) and a list of the
corresponding quantities specified by users. It is responsible to travel around the network
and collect product information for users from different hosts.
?? The Launch Server object: it is responsible for creating agents for users, sending the
agents to the network, and receiving the agents when they finish visiting all the hosts
specified in their itineraries.
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?? The Database Server object: it stores the information of products available at a particular
host, (each host has its own instance of this object) and is responsible for retrieving
required information for an agent when it arrives to the host.
Figures 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 show the details of the objects respectively.

The Agent :
attributes:
- List of product IDs
To store the product IDs inputted by users
- List of product quantities
To store the quantities of the corresponding products
- List of product entries
To store the product entries retrieved from the Data
Base Server.
methods:
- doNothing
When arrives at a host, the agent do nothing and
then leaves.
- queryServer
When this method is invoked by the Data Base
Server, the agent queries the Data Base.
- reportCheapest
When this method is invoked by the Launch Server,
the agent calculates the cheapest purchasing
combination and reports the result as a string.

Figure 6.1. Object details of Agent.

The Launch Server :
attributes:
- HashTable info
It is used to map agent’s ID to a string. The string is
a report generated by the agent.
methods:
- createAgent
Creates an agent with attributes initialized according
to users’ input
- handleAgent
When an agent arrives at the Launch Server, the
server will invoke the "reportCheapest" of the
incoming agent and stores the result string to the
hashtable for the user to query.

Figure 6.2. Object details of Launch Server.
The Data Base Server :
methods:
- handleAgent
When an agent arrives at the Data Base Server, the
server will invoke a series of methods which may be
methods of the incoming agent or not.

Figure 6.3. Object details of Database Server.
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Host One
Step (6)
(Concordia
AgentTransporter)

Host Two
(Concordia
AgentTransporter)

Step (8)

Host N
(Concordia
AgentTransporter)

Step (7)
DataBase Server
executes Step(5)

Step (9)

Launch Server
executes Steps (2) & (3)

Launch Server
(RMI Server)

Step (4)
Step (1)

Step (10)
Step (11)

Client Program
(Java Applet)

Explanation of steps:
1. Client program launches a request to the Launch Server
object upon user input using Java Remote Method
Invocation (RMI);
2. Launch Server creates an Agent object;
3. Launch Server initializes the agent with user-specified
products and quantities, and the itinerary of agent;
4. Launch Server sends the agent to the network;
5. Database Server on Host One retrieves the required
information for the incoming agent;
6. Agent goes to the next destination;
7. Database Server on Host Two repeats Step (5);
8. Agent goes to other hosts in the itinerary;
9. Database Server on each host repeats Step (5);
10. Launch Server receives the returning agent and
calculates the cheapest purchasing combination;
11. Launch Server reports the cheapest purchasing
combination to client program by Java RMI.

Figure 6.4. Control flow of SIAS.

6.2.2 Flow Description
When user makes a request for product information, an Agent is constructed with the product
and quantity lists initialized properly by the Launch Server, and the agent will start its tour
on the network. Whenever it reaches a host with a Database Server, it stays there, collects
information of user-selected products, and then goes to another host. When it has visited all
the hosts that are specified in its itinerary, it will calculate the lowest prices, and finally
reports to user. The detailed control flow of the system is illustrated in Figure 6.4.
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6.3

Implementation

SIAS is implemented using the Java programming language with the support of the
Concordia API [Mit99a]. The choices of programming language and supporting API,
together with some other implementation details, are discussed in this subsection.

6.3.1 Choice of Programming Language
Java is chosen to be the programming language for implementation of SIAS with two main
reasons, apart from its object-orientation and portability features.
?? First, most mobile agent APIs currently available, including Concordia and Aglets
[IBM99], are built on top of Java.
?? Second, Java provides an API that helps us to implement security measures for our
system.

6.3.2 Choice of Mobile Agent Platform
The Concordia mobile agent API is chosen, among others like IBM Aglets Software
Development Kit (ASDK), because it is simple and easy-to-use. This saves us a lot of time
from developing the system. However, communication between agents would be difficult to
implement with Concordia, yet it does not affect our choice because there is little
communication between agents in SIAS.
Another important point in choosing Concordia is that it allows easy manipulation of
execution of agent codes. Therefore, we can simulate a malicious host that does not execute
an agent in the intended way easily.
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6.3.3 Other Implementation Details
Agent objects are instantiated by the Launch Server object. The Launch Server object fills
the product list and quantity list of the created agent, determines the itinerary of agent and
then sends the agent out to the network.
Referring to Figure 6.4, there is an object on each host called AgentTransporter. This
is introduced by the Concordia API, and it is responsible to listen for incoming agents (see
Chapter 5). When an agent arrives, the AgentTransporter raises an event signal, and invokes
the Database Server or Launch Server to handle the agent. The Database Server use Java
Database Connectivity (JDBC) to handle the connectivity between agents and the database
that store the product information at each host.

6.4

Snapshots

We have implemented a graphical user interface (GUI) for SIAS. We present some screen
shots that demonstrate the use of SIAS in this subsection. Figures 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7 show the
start-up page and GUI of SIAS.

Figure 6.5. The starting page of SIAS: clicking on the
text "Let’s Go Shopping" will bring out a login window.
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Figure 6.6. The login window: SIAS is a passwordprotected system. In order to log into the system, a correct
login name and the corresponding password must be given.

Figure 6.7. The system starts up, showing the user
interface of the system.
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The numbered items in Figure 6.7 (the GUI of SIAS) are described here:
1. Item List: this list contains a list of all products available in the market. User can choose
the products they want from it.
2. Buying List: this list contains a list of products that user has chosen.
3. Description Text: this text area displays a description of the product, such as the weight
and ingredients.
4. Photo Displaying Area: this area displays a photo of the selected product.
5. Add Item Button: this button is used to add a selected item from Item List to Buying List.
Users can also add a selected item to the Buying List by double clicking on the Item List.
6. Remove Item Button: this button is used to remove a selected item from the Buying List.
7. View Price Button: this button is used to invoke the Launch Server, create an agent, and
query the price s of products listed on the Buying List.
8. Check Box Group: this group of check boxes allows users to select the stores that users
want the agent to visit and query.
Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9 show a typical run of SIAS.

Figure 6.8. User is choosing products.
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Figure 6.9. The system reports the query result in the
Price Window.

The numbered items in the report window in Figure 6.9 is described here:
1. Supermarket column: this column displays, for each product, the store that is selling at
the lowest price.
2. Name column: this column displays the name of each product.
3. Quantity column: this column displays the quantity of each product that users have
specified.
4. Price column: this column displays the price of each product at the quantity specified by
user.
5. Close Window Button: this button is used to close the report window.

6.5

Security Design of SIAS

SIAS is a web-based system, attacks from the Web to the system are likely, and security is
an important issue of the system design. Moreover, system security is of crucial importance
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to applications in an electronic marketplace, where money transaction is concerned. This
section describes the security challenges of SIAS, and presents a simple but original
approach to solve the problems.
SIAS is a mobile agent system, and is therefore subject to all kinds of attacks
described in Chapter 3. Both host security and agent security would be issues of SIAS.
However, since we have built SIAS using the Java programming language, which provides
strong security mechanisms to protect hosts against malicious programs or agents through
the use of Java Virtual Machine (JVM) and sandbox, the host security problem is very much
simplified and solved. On the other hand, agent security needs much more concerns. In what
follows, only agent security of SIAS against malicious hosts would be discussed.

6.5.1 Security Problems of SIAS
We start our discussion by giving a set of security requirements for SIAS. There are three
primary requirements:
1. Integrity: the query results reported by an agent must truly represent the market prices of
the products and at the quantities specified by the user.
2. Confidentiality: information collected from a store by an agent should not be revealed to
other hosts or agents.
3. Authenticity: an agent must visit and collect information truly from the list of stores
specified by users.
Without special design, all these requirements can be violated by actions of a
malicious host. There are four possible types of such attacks to agents that can compromise
the security of the system, namely modification of the query products of an agent,
modification of the query quantities of an agent, spying out and modification of query results,
and modification of the itinerary of the agent.
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?? Modification of query products
The list of products specified by user is stored as the product ID list attribute of an Agent
object, in plain text form. When an agent goes to a malicious host, the malicious host can
change the product list the agent wants to query. When the agent later go to another host, the
later host will respond to the changed products of query and report wrong information. This
violates the integrity of the queries.

?? Modification of query quantities
Similar to the modification of query products, when an agent goes to a malicious host, the
malicious host can change the quantities of products the agent want to query, which is
simply in plain text form. When the agent goes to another host, the later host will respond to
the modified quantities of query, and report wrong information. This also violates the
integrity of queries.

?? Spying out and modification of query results
Agents carry query results also in plain text form. Therefore, when an agent goes to a
malicious host, the malicious host can spy out and modify the results that the agent has
collected from previous hosts in such a way that the changed results would favor the
malicious host itself. For example, a malicious host may raise the prices quoted by other
hosts, to convince the user that it is selling at the lowest price, which is not true. This violates
the confidentiality and integrity of query results

?? Modification of itinerary of an agent
The itinerary of an agent is accessible to hosts that have control over the Concordia platform
where the agent lands and executes. When an agent goes to a malicious host, the malicious
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host can modify the path of the mobile agent so that the agent will go to a host not specified
by user. This violates the authenticity requirement of the system.

The above attacks are only a subset of possible attacks. There are other attacks such as
replaying of query results and masquerading of hosts. However, these attacks are more
complex, and require more efforts for both attack and defense. For the time being, we
consider the four simple attacks only.

6.5.2 Our Solutions to the Problems
Having figured out the four system vulnerabilities described above, we have to implement
mechanisms to protect our systems against exploitation of these vulnerabilities. As stated in
Chapter3, there is currently no good solution to mobile agent security in general. Therefore,
we have to devise our own mechanisms to defend against possible attacks.
We develop a simple approach to protect agents in SIAS against attacks from
malicious host, based on protected agent states (see Chapter 3). It is actually a hybrid
approach of the solutions, i.e., establishing a closed network, agent tampering prevention
and agent tampering detection, discussed in Chapter 3.

?? Closed network: we introduce a new object, namely key server or KeyServer, into our
system, which provides a public key infrastructure for agents and hosts in the system.
Each agent or host should have a public key certificate registered to the key server for
encryption or decryption purposes later on. The Launch Server generates a pair of keys
for each agent created, and registers the public key of the agent with a unique agent
identification number to the key server at run-time. On the other hand, each host must
identify itself and register its public key to the key server before, by such means as a
formal paper writing. This in effect establishes a closed set of hosts registered and
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known to the key server. Agents are then confined to travel among a closed network
form by these hosts.

?? Agent tampering prevention: to protect query integrity, an agent can digitally sign its list
of products and quantities using its private key, before it is launched. A host receiving
the agent should verify the product and quantity lists with the signatures. Since only the
Launch Server possess the private key for the agent, malicious hosts would not be able to
fake the signature of the product and quantity lists.
Moreover, each host should encrypt the query results returned to the agent with the
public key of the agent. Therefore, only the Launch Server can decrypt the query result,
and confidentiality of query results is achieved. Furthermore, each host should digitally
sign the query result it provides to the agent to ensure integrity and authenticity of the
query result returned.

?? Agent tampering detection: the itinerary of an agent is an variable hidden by the
Concordia system and normally not accessible. However, hosts can actually have access
to the itinerary of an incoming agent by controlling the execution of the Concordia agent
transporter. A malicious host would be able to change the itinerary of the agent. As
before, the straightforward method of protecting the itinerary is to encrypt it. However,
this requires modification of the agent transporter of Concordia, which is not desirable to
us.
We work around the problem by making the itinerary of an explicit attribute of an
agent. When an agent arrives at a host, the host should read the itinerary of the agent,
and encrypt the itinerary using its own private key to form encrypted itinerary EI1. Then
when the agent arrives at a second host, the second host should encrypt, with its own
private key, EI1 concatenated with the itinerary it reads from the agent. This keeps on to
form a chain of encrypted itineraries. When the agent returns to the Launch Server, the
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Launch Server will decrypt the chain of encrypted itineraries using the public keys of the
hosts to check the consistency of all itineraries and check with a copy of the original
itinerary it saves before launching the agent. If a malicious host ever changes the
itinerary of the agent, it is likely to be reflected in the encrypted itinerary chain and
detected finally.

Figure 6.10 illustrates the changes introduced to SIAS for the security solutions
described above, and Figure 6.11 illustrates the control flow of security-enhanced SIAS.
Note that the encryption algorithm chosen is the most common RSA algorithm [RSA78].

I.

{Product ID list} changed to:
{Product ID list}•sigA({Product ID list})

II.

{Product Quantity list} changed to:
{Product Quantity list}•sigA({Product Quantity list})

III. {Query result} changed to:
DA({Query result}•sigH({Query result}))
IV. New attribute (chain of encrypted itineraries):
EHN(EH(N-1)(…EH2(EH1(Itinerary at Host 1) • Itinerary at Host 2) • …
Itinerary at Host N-1) •Itinerary at Host N)
Key
A: agent;
H: host;
H(k): k-th host visited by the agent;
sigX(Y): digital signature of Y using the private key of X;
EX(Y): the ciphertext of Y encrypted by the private key of X;
DX(Y): ciphertext of Y encrypted by the public key of X.
Figure 6.10. Changes introduced to secure SIAS
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Host One
(Concordia
AgentTransporter)

Step (9)

Host Two
(Concordia
AgentTransporter)

DataBase Server
executes Steps(7) & (8)

Step (11)

Step (10)

Host N
(Concordia
AgentTransporter)
Step (12)

KeyServer
(RMI Server)

Step (15)
Launch Server
executes Steps (2),
(3), (4) & (5)
Step (6)

Launch Server
(RMI Server)

Step (13)
Step
(14)

Step (1)

Client Program
(Java Applet)

Explanation of steps:
1. Client program launches a request to the Launch Server
object upon user input using Java Remote Method
Invocation (RMI);
2. Launch Server creates an Agent object;
3. Launch Server initializes the agent with user-specified
products and quantities, and the itinerary of agent;
4. Launch Server generates a key pair for agent;
5. Launch Server signs the product and quantity lists for
agents and registers the public key of agent to Key
Server;
6. Launch Server sends the agent to the network;
7. Database Server on Host One retrieves public key of
agent from Key Server, and verify the signatures of
product and quantity lists of agents
8. Database Server retrieves the required information for
the incoming agent, signs the results using its own
private key, and encrypt the results using the public key
of agent, and also starts the chain of encrypted
itineraries for agent;
9. Agent goes to the next destination;
10. Database Server on Host Two repeats Steps (7) & (8);
11. Agent goes to other hosts in the itinerary;
12. Database Server on each host repeats Steps (7) & (8);
13. Launch Server receives the returning agent and
calculates the cheapest purchasing combination;
14. Launch Server decrypts the query results, and verifies
the signatures of the query results. It also detects
change of agent itinerary by decrypting the chain of
encrypted itineraries, and finally reports the cheapest
purchasing combination to client program.
15. Launch Server deletes the public key entry of the
finished agent from the key server.
Figure 6.11. Control flow of security-enhanced SIAS.
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6.5.3 Evaluation of the Secure SIAS
In this subsection, we evaluate the security design we implemented in previous subsection.
There are two aspects to evaluate. First, we analyze the security provided to SIAS by the
additional measures. Then, we measure the performance overhead introduced to the system
by such measures, according to different sizes of query carried by an agent, and also to
different number of hosts in the system.

6.5.3.1 Security Analysis
The security of the additional measures lies mainly on the introduction of a key server that
facilitates the use of public key cryptography. Assuming the key server and the
communication channel with the it are secure enough, which can be justified by the
popularity of Kerberos [MIT99b] and Secure Socket Layer [FKK96], the closed network we
want can be built effectively.
Furthermore, if the keys of agents are managed properly, the prevention of
modification of the signed product and quantity lists of an agent by a malicious host is
supported by the security of the RSA encryption algorithm, of which the difficulty to break
is equivalent to the factoring problem. The time complexity for breaking the system depends
on the length of the key in number of bits. The longer the key is, the more secure would be
the system. In our implementation, we have chosen a key length of 128 bits. This would be
sufficiently secure for domestic purpose.
Similarly, a malicious host would understand or modify the encrypted query results
collected by an agent from another host at the same complexity. Therefore, integrity of
queries, and confidentiality and integrity of query results, as described in Section 4, can be
achieved by prevention of tampering.
For the detection of modification to itinerary of an agent by a malicious host,
suppose there is only a single malicious host, out of N hosts, that wants to modify the
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itinerary of an agent. Since the encrypted itineraries are chained together, with one
encapsulating another, the malicious host would need to fake all the (N-1) encrypted
itineraries from other hosts to avoid being detected, which would be too complex to an
ordinary attacker. Therefore, the itinerary of the agent can be assured, and authenticity
achieved.
However, as mentioned in Chapter 3, there do exist other attacks that we have not
considered completely, such as replaying attacks, timing attacks, and repeated cipher-text
attacks. Protection against these attacks would be a direction for future work on SIAS.

6.5.3.2 Performance Vs Query Size
We have tested the times for SIAS to launch a single agent before and after implementation
of the security mechanisms described in Section 4. Round trip times (RTTs) required for an
agent to travel around an electronic market, consisting of three hosts, are measured under
different situations. Queries of different sizes (number of product items) have been tested.
RTTs measured are plotted against the query sizes in Figure 6.12.
Figure 6.12(a) shows the results for the SIAS implementation without security
measure implemented. The RTT increases very slightly with the size of query. The overhead
introduced by each additional item in average is only about 250/6 = 41.7 milliseconds. This
can be explained by the small change in delay of database query with different query sizes.
On the other hand, Figure 6.12(b) shows that for the security-enhanced SIAS, the
RTT increases very fast and linearly with the size of query. The overhead introduced by each
additional item of query is about 250 milliseconds, which is about six times the overhead of
the system without security measure. This can be explained by the extensive use of the RSA
algorithm to encrypt and decrypt each item, which is time consuming, especially when the
key is long. However, a longer key gives stronger protection to the system. Therefore, we see
a trade-off between performance and security for SIAS.
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In addition to measuring the performance overhead introduced by the security
measures, we also simulate malicious hosts trying to modify the product list and itinerary of
an agent in SIAS, and measure the overheads introduced by the actions of malicious hosts.
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(a): SIAS without security measures.
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(b): SIAS with security measures implemented.
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(c): SIAS with a malicious host trying to modify product list of agent.
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(d): SIAS with a malicious host trying to modify the itinerary of agent.

Figure 6.12. Round trip time measurements for an agent in SIAS with different
configurations.
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The results are reported in Figures 6.12(c) and 6.12(d).
Both graphs show that an agent takes more time to travel around when there is attack
from malicious host, compared with the measurements in Figure 6.12(a). The RTTs in (d) is
slightly larger than those in (c) in general, because agent itinerary is actually an internal
property of an agent, and it takes the malicious host extra time to access the itinerary. The
delays of agents by malicious hosts suggest that the agent round trip time may also be used
as a measure for tampering detection.

6.5.3.3 Performance Vs Number of Hosts
To evaluate the performance of SIAS against the scale of the system, the times required for
an agent to travel around an electronic market of different number of hosts, with and without
security enforcement, are measured respectively. Queries of different sizes (number of
product items) have been tested. The results are plotted in Figures 6.13(a) (without security)
and 6.13(b) (with security).
Results show that, the RTT for an agent to travel in SIAS changes more or less
linearly over the number of hosts in the system. This is due to the additional time to travel an
additional host, and the overhead for each additional host is more or less the same. Moreover,
the RTT is also linearly increasing as the number of products of the query increases. This can
be explained by the increases in number of database transactions and time to transport an
agent.
As an alternative to traditional client/server system, it is interesting to compare the
performance of a mobile agent system with an equivalent system deploying client/servers.
However, we have not built a client/server equivalent for SIAS, though it is an easy task.
This is because we are running SIAS on a network of SUN Sparc machines all connected
high speeds. In this case, it is obvious that a simple RPC equivalent can run much faster than
SIAS, because the comparatively time-consuming agent interpretation and execution by the
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Figure 6.13. Round Trip Times of an agent, with different query sizes, against different
numbers of hosts in SIAS: (a) without security; (b) with security.

Concordia platform and the underlying Java Virtual Machine can then be skipped. It will be
more meaningful to compare the system performances with a client-server equivalent when
the communication link between the user and the servers are slow, for example, with a
wireless device. In this case, mobile agents (SIAS) can run faster because it can save time
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from frequent client-server communication using the slow link. In fact, we are considering
this as a direction for future work.
When security is enforced, the RTT increases in general. For the maximum scale of
26 hosts, and maximum size of 90 products in query, the RTT increases by 100 seconds,
from 230 seconds to 350 seconds. This can be explained by the extensive use of the RSA
algorithm to encrypt and decrypt each item, which is time consuming, especially when the
key is long. Therefore, again, we see a trade-off between security and performance in SIAS.

6.6

Reliability Design of SIAS

As stated in the introduction, it was first not our primary interest to study mobile agent
reliability, when SIAS was first developed. However, after some times for which the security
experiments reported in the previous section was run, it happened that, to our surprise, SIAS
fails quite frequently. This made our security experiment could not carry out smoothly, and
so we started to tackle the reliability problem of SIAS.

6.6.1 Reliability Problems of SIAS
When we investigated into the problem, we found that the frequent failure of SIAS was
actually due to the frequent failure of the Concordia server. When the Concordia server on a
particular host fails, there can be two consequences, as described in Chapter 3:
?? If the agent we sent is residing on the host with the failing Concordia server, the agent is
lost, and any query result carried by the agent will also be lost. Concordia does not
provide agent persistence or recovery automatically, so even when the failed server
becomes up again, the mobile agent cannot be recovered.
?? If the agent we sent is not residing on the host with the failing Concordia server, the
agent can keep alive. However, if the agent is going to visit the host with the failed
Concordia server, the current host of the agent will still send the agent to the failed
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server, without asking for an acknowledgement from the receiving server. Then, the
sending server would erase the copy of the agent on the original host, even though a new
copy of the agent is not created on the receiving host, due to failure of the Concordia
server.
In both cases, the agent does not return to the user, and the SIAS system has failed.
This motivated us to build our solutions to make SIAS more fault-tolerant.

6.6.2 Our Solutions to the Problems
We have implemented two measures to make SIAS more fault-tolerant:
?? Forward-echo by agent
Before an agent is transported to the next destination, the agent sends an “echo” message to
the Concordia server on the next host. If there is a reply from the receiving Concordia server,
the agent transmission goes on; otherwise, the agent will re-do the echo until the Concordia
server replies. This prevents the sending server from mistakenly sending the agent when the
receiver is not ready, which makes the agent erased without a new copy created. However,
this does not prevent the agent from waiting indefinitely for the receiving server to goes up
again.
?? Periodic scan by server
To prevent an agent from waiting indefinitely due to failure of the receiving server, we
implemented a server monitoring system. It is really a shell script running on one of the hosts.
The shell script periodically scans each host to see if the Concordia server is running
properly on it, similarly to the “echo” by agents. If any host is found with its Concordia
server not responding, the script will automatically log into the host, and restart the
Concordia server on that host. This ensures that the Concordia server on each host will be at
least restarted periodically. Therefore, the chance of indefinite wait of agent for a failed
server would be decreased.
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These two measures are simple and easy to implement. Moreover, they do not
require the agent to change its pre-determined itinerary. There can be other measures to
further increase the reliability of SIAS. For example, when an agent finds that the server
ahead is not running, it should choose another host to visit; or more complicated ones like
replication and logging of agents. There is active research in this area, too. However, for our
system, SIAS, as we will see in the next section, these measures already brings a major
reliability improvement.

6.6.3 Evaluation of the Reliable SIAS
To evaluate the reliability gain due to the fault-tolerance measures (forward-echo and
periodic scan) implemented, we perform an experiment and plot the reliability curve, as
defined in Section 4.5, of the system. Although it has been found that SIAS fails quite
frequently, it may take on average about an hour for 1 out of 20 Concordia servers to be
found failed. To exaggerate the failure rates of the system such that the experiment can be
carried out faster, we simulate a higher failure rate for the Concordia servers. For each
Concordia server, we run a background job every 2 minutes to pick a random integer
between 1 and 10. Whenever we get a 10, we terminate the server on that host. Therefore, the
failure rate of each Concordia server is about 1/10 per 2 minutes, that is 1/20 per minute.
This is really a non-practically high failure rate, and we can see that the saturated failure rate
of the system can go up to 100%. However, this does not matter in this experiment, as we are
only interested in how much reliability gain can be earned from the measures implemented.
From the results, plotted in Figure 6.14, we see that, neglecting the final bursts, the
saturated reliability for the system without reliability implementation is 100%, while that for
the system with reliability implementation is decreased to only about 60%. Therefore, there
is a 40% increase in reliability.
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Figure 6.14. Reliability curves of SIAS with and without reliability implementation.

However, the saturated reliability of 60% is still a high value, despite the fact that we
have intentionally increased the failure rate of the servers. This can accounted to the notsmall possibility that the server hosting the agent has failed. In this case, our measures could
not recover the agent, and SIAS will still fail.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

This thesis has attempted both theoretical and practical aspects of security and reliability
issues of mobile agents. On the theoretical side, a security model and a reliability model
were derived for mobile agent systems respectively. On the practical side, an experimental
electronic commerce application, SIAS, is developed using mobile agents. The security and
reliability problems of the particular application have been studied, and specific solutions to
the problems have been devised and implemented.
Modeling is a successful technique for software reliability engineering. It is expected
to be more or less directly applicable to mobile agent systems as well. For instance, the
simple model for mobile agent reliability developed in this thesis has been applied to analyze
the reliability improvement of the fault-tolerance mechanisms implemented for SIAS.
However, it is not as simple to apply modeling in the are of security. Effort has been spent
on applying the security model to analyze the security mechanisms of SIAS, but it has not
been successful. The difficulty is how to capture the attack behavior of malicious hosts.
There has been an opinion that human behavior cannot be modeled, especially true
for malicious or irrational behaviors. I agree with this, but I am still optimistic in applying
modeling to solve some practical security problems. Although human behaviors are
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sometimes unpredictable, the majority of human beings, as a part of society, act according to
some social norms. We cannot predict what abnormal behavior might happen, but we can
predict how probable abnormal behavior occurs, based on statistics.
For non-critical applications, or not the most critical applications, from a user’s point
of view, it suffices to make a bet on security for convenience, if there is enough evidence
that the risks can be balanced by the expected benefits. Popularity of trust evaluation in
current electronic bidding systems solidifies this idea. Users of such systems do not know
exactly whether the other party in a transaction is trustworthy or not, but they count their
expectation on continuous mutual evaluation from other users. It is interesting to extend this
idea to mobile agent systems. The trustworthiness of each host and agent may be obtained by
evaluation from other agents or hosts. This is one direction of my future work.
Besides, as we have seen from Chapter 6, it has not been shown, although it is
believed, that a mobile agent application can be more efficient than a client/server equivalent.
It is interesting to port SIAS to a mobile computing environment, and then build a
client/server equivalent to compare the performances of both paradigms. Before the
resources are available for this to be done, simulation results should be done to give further
evidence for advantages of mobile agents.
Concordia was first chosen as the implementation technology mainly because of its
simplicity. This was justified when there was not much knowledge about mobile agents.
After more than a year working with Concordia, it turns out that it is neither reliable nor
powerful enough for our experiments. Moreover, it does not comply with standards like
FIPA and MASIF. To scale up the research on mobile agents, another mobile agent platform
should be chosen. One recommendation is Grasshopper, which support both FIPA and
MASIF, and is also available in a mobile computing environment, on the Microsoft
Windows CE operating system.
In conclusion, mobile agents are going to complement many client/server
applications. Enhancing reliability of mobile agent systems surely boost the process, and it is
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already taking place actively. On the other hand, mobile agents can be much more useful if
the security problem can be tackled. No one can come up with a complete solution for
protecting mobile agents, yet no one has proved that this is unsolvable. As more efforts are
being spent in this topic, it is believed that the problem can be at least simplified, if not
totally solved.
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